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Abstract: The wheel-rail relationship in turnout is more complicated than that in ordinary track. Profile wear and machining
errors of the wheelset cause deviations of the rolling radius on different wheels. Therefore, wheelsets move to the direction of
smaller diameter wheels in search of a new stable state and to change the condition before entering the turnout. The main aim of the
present work is to examine the wheel-turnout rail dynamic interaction combined with the static contact behaviour. Calculations are
performed on a high-speed vehicle CRH2 and the No. 12 turnout of the passenger dedicated line. The wheel-turnout contact
geometric relationship and normal contact behaviour under wheel diameter difference are assessed by the trace principle and finite
element method. A high-speed vehicle-turnout coupling dynamic model is established based on SIMPACK software to analyse the
wheel-rail dynamic interaction, riding comfort, and wear. Both the wheel diameter amplitudes and distribution patterns are accounted for. The simulation shows that wheel diameter difference can greatly disturb the positions’ variation of wheel-rail contact
points and affect the normal contact behaviour on switch rails by changing the load transition position. The effect of wheel diameter difference on wheel-turnout rail dynamic interaction can be divided into three according to its amplitude: when the wheel
diameter difference is within 0–1.5 mm, the wheel flange comes into contact with the switch rail in advance, causing a rapidly
increased lateral wheel-rail force; when it is within 1.5–2.5 mm, trains are subject to instability under equivalent in-phase wheel
diameter difference; when it is larger than 2.5 mm, the continuous flange-switch rail contact helps strengthen the vehicle stability,
but increases the wheel-rail wear. It is recommended to control the wheel diameter difference to within 2.5 mm but limit it to 2 mm
if it is distributed in-phase.
Key words: Wheel diameter difference; Turnout; Wheel-rail contact behaviour; Dynamic performance of wheel-rail system;
High-speed railway
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1 Introduction
Turnouts (switches and crossings) are essential
track equipment that provide flexibility for traffic
operation. They are comprised of a switch panel and a
crossing panel connected by a closure panel. For the
‡
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wheels’ transfer between rails, the profiles of switch
rails and crossing rails are designed to vary along the
running direction, causing inherent structural irregularities such as a difference in longitudinal head width
and height reduction, resulting in the gradual change
of the inclined roll angles of the wheelset (Johansson
et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2012). As shown in Fig. 1,
no transition curve or rail cant is provided in the
turnout design, and multiple wheel-rail contacts and
the operational wear aggravate the wheel-turnout rail
interaction, and this leads to higher maintenance costs
than for ordinary parts of the track (Zhang and Luo,
2015).
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Fig. 1 Schematic plan of turnout with movable nose rails

Another factor affecting the interaction significantly is the wheel profile. The operational wear and
machining errors cause the polygon, concave wear,
and wheel diameter difference on wheels. The wheel
diameter difference refers to the difference of wheels’
diameter at both sides of the front or rear wheelset on
bogies. Then, the wheelset will move toward the direction of the smaller diameter wheel and change the
yaw angle to achieve a new steady state condition,
complicating the wheel-rail interaction in the turnout
zone. In this paper, the wheel-turnout rail contact
behaviour and dynamic characteristics under the excitation of wheel diameter differences are investigated numerically.
Wheel-rail contact characteristics and dynamic
interaction at turnout zones have been studied through
numerical simulation and field experiments. Based on
the wheel-rail contact points’ trace principle, a significant factor determining the number of contact
points is the elastic penetrations, leading to two-point
and multi-point wheel-rail contact methods being put
forward. The wheel load transition range was calculated to verify their correctness (Ren et al., 2011; Ren,
2013). In addition, the wheel-turnout interaction using different calculation models was widely discussed. The lateral dynamic response of the vehicleturnout system was analysed for a high-speed train
and a normal-speed train passing the No. 12 turnout.
In this model, based on the vibration equation of the
rail-fastener-sleeper system, seven Euler-Bernoulli
beams with uniform sections were used to model the
rails in the turnout (Ren et al., 2005). A subway
vehicle-turnout model was established based on
multi-body dynamics software, in which four wheel
treads with variation of tread conicities, wear and
wheel-rail clearances, two turnout models including
the optimized movable nose rail turnout (FAKOP) and

typical fixed frog turnout were analysed to characterize the influence of wheel profiles and turnout designs
on the vehicle-turnout system (Lagos et al., 2012).
The simulation results of two dynamic models established by GENSYS and DIFF3D were compared, and
the former was applied in a low frequency analysis
range (0–20 Hz) while the latter could be used for
analysis within a high frequency range. As shown in
the comparison result, the dynamic responses coincide
with each other given that the rail is a rigid body
(Kassa et al., 2006). Considering the flexible deformation of the turnout system and having obtained the
actual mode of turnout, a finite element model was
established and the wheel-rail interaction in turnout
zones was analysed using DIFF3D software, which
indicated that the wheel-rail force and lateral wheelset
displacement are sensitive to the high frequency impact excitation (Kassa and Nielsen, 2009). When
compared with the measured data with trains passing
three turnouts, the effectiveness of turnout models
established by multi-body dynamics and finite elements method was validated (Bruni et al., 2009).
All the above studies were based on the nominal
turnout section. In order to discuss the effect of
turnout profile wear on wheel-rail contact and dynamic performance, a finite element model consisting
of measured tram frogs and a worn wheel was used to
analyse the contact stress under different axle loads,
and this indicated that the slippage of wheels can
significantly influence the durability of rails (Kuminek et al., 2015). Adopting the von Mises yield
criterion for materials and the bilinear kinematic
hardening rule (BKIN), a wheel-rail contact finite
element model was established to calculate the contact stress and internal stress on turnout rails, showing
that profile wear may change the contact stresses by
improving the conformal contact and increasing the
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surface roughness (Xu et al., 2016). On the other
hand, one of the fundamental issues in railway applications is the prediction of wheel and rail profile
evolution. Taking the wheel profiles, train speed,
wheel-rail friction, and obtained dynamic simulation
results as stochastic input parameters, the simplified
local 3D contact model was applied and simulation of
wear as well as plastic deformation in the rail was
achieved with profile smoothing and loop calculation
based on the Archard rule (Johansson et al., 2011).
Applying the virtual permeation semi-Hertzian
method and improved FASTSIM algorithm in the
wheel-rail rolling contact model, the non-uniform
wear of switch rails was predicted, but it did not
consider the plastic deformation of rail material nor
wheel wear (Wang et al., 2016).
Based on the research findings in relation to
wheel-rail wear, researchers have put forward many
methods to study the optimization of wheel profile
parameters. The influence of hollow wear wheels on
the wheel-rail contact geometric relationship and the
running stability was analysed. This indicated that
wheel wear causes change of wheel diameter, equivalent conicity as well as nominal rolling radius of
wheels at both sides. It reminded us that wheel diameter difference should be considered in the calculations (Sawley et al., 2005). Focusing on the wheel
diameter difference, a method was put forward to
alleviate the wheel flange wear by adjusting it in the
wheelset (Liu et al., 2008).
At present, for such key track equipment as
high-speed railway turnouts, the above review indicates that some significant research findings have
been obtained on the complicated multi-point contact
at turnout zones. The effect of wheel-rail wear on the
response of vehicle and the dynamic failure of turnout
structures has been widely discussed. However, for
different distribution of wheel wear at one bogie,
there has been little study. As one of the representative factors in wear distribution, the wheel diameter
difference in variation of amplitude and distribution
patterns is examined in this paper. Having comprehensively analyzed the contact geometric relationship
and normal contact behaviour, a high-speed vehicle
CRH2 and the Chinese No. 12 turnout on a passenger
dedicated line are taken to establish a vehicle-turnout
coupling dynamic model based on the rigid multibody dynamics method. Finally, the dynamic wheelrail interaction, riding comfort, and wear index of
high-speed vehicles running along the straight route

of the turnout in facing move (from the switch panel
to the crossing panel) are investigated.

2 Motion states of bogies with wheel diameter difference
The wheel diameters at both sides of the
wheelset always vary due to operational wear and
machining and turning repair errors. The wheel diameter difference refers to the difference in the radius
of wheels 70 mm away from the back of wheel. It can
be expressed as Eq. (1) in turnout zones:
R  Rstock  Rswitch ,

(1)

where Rstock and Rswitch refer to the nominal rolling
radius of wheels at the stock rail side and the switch
(nose) rail side, respectively. ΔR>0 indicates that the
small diameter wheel is at the switch (nose) rail side,
and vice versa. As shown in Fig. 2, based on the relationship between the wheel diameter differences of
the front and rear wheelsets (ΔRfront and ΔRrear) on the
same bogie, the wheel diameter difference can be
divided into five types that combine in any distribution patterns.
When the small diameter wheel of the guide
wheelset is at the left side in forward direction
(Fig. 3), the linear speed of the small diameter wheel
at the left side is lower than that at the right side under
the same rotational angular speed, causing the left
wheel to creep forward in relation to the rail with the

Fig. 2 Wheel diameter difference distribution patterns
The filled wheel is in standard diameter and the blank one is
in small diameter. (a) Equivalent in-phase wheel diameter
difference (ΔRfront=ΔRrear≠0); (b) Equivalent anti-phase wheel
diameter difference (ΔRfront=−ΔRrear≠0); (c) Standard wheel
diameter (ΔRfront=ΔRrear=0); (d) Wheel diameter difference of
the front wheelset (ΔRfront≠0, ΔRrear=0); (e) Wheel diameter
difference of the rear wheelset (ΔRfront=0, ΔRrear≠0)
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wheelset lateral displacement and yaw angle (Wang,
1984). First, a key turnout section (Fig. 4) is selected
for discretization. Then the discrete points obtained
are transferred to the global coordinate system from
the local coordinate system according to the rail
gauge. Curve fitting is performed for the turnout section contour with a cubic spline curve, and a contour
curve expressed by a multi-section multinomial is
obtained. The discrete points at any turnout section
can be expressed based on the linear interpolation
made along the longitudinal direction among the
discrete points of the key section.
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traction of the right wheels. Because of the deflecting
torque MT1 formed by the creep forces TLx1 and TRx1 in
the reverse longitudinal direction, the front wheelset
is subject to anticlockwise yaw motion. The guide
wheelset moves to the direction of the small diameter
wheel due to the lateral creep force Ty1. The rear
wheelset is subject to anticlockwise yaw motion
through the transmission of primary suspension
forces FpsRxi, FpsLxi, and Fpsyi (i=1, 2). Similarly, the
rear wheelset is moved laterally to the left under the
generated lateral creep force Ty2. For the rear wheelset
with standard wheel diameter, the distribution of
longitudinal creep forces TLx2 and TRx2 and the diameter difference of real rolling circles at both sides are
opposite to those of the guide wheelset. The rear
wheelset moves to the rail central line under the
clockwise deflecting torque and gravity restoring
force Ng2. Finally, under the action of primary suspension transmission, the front and rear wheelsets do
not repeatedly deflect until finding a new equivalent
pure rolling line. The wheelset motion can be controlled at equilibrium positions with the help of gravity restoring forces Ngi (i=1, 2) or gradually become
unstable decided by the type and amplitude of wheel
diameter difference.
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Fig. 4 Key sections of straight switch rail (a) and nose
rail (b)

Fig. 3 Motion state analysis of wheel diameter difference
of the front wheelset

3 Wheel-rail contact geometric relationship
3.1 Wheel-rail contact points’ trace principle
Given wheel diameter differences, we now look
at the change of the wheel-rail contact geometric
relationship at turnout sections. The wheel-rail profile
and wheelset motion state are factors that affect the
wheel-rail contact geometric relationship. For
wheel-rail contact points’ trace principle, since the
wheels and rails are considered as rigid bodies and the
wheels stay in contact with the rails, the geometric
parameters can be considered as a function of the

Finally, in the global coordinate system, the
wheelsets with wheel diameter differences are moved
upward a certain distance. As shown in Fig. 5, the
X-axis, Y-axis, and Z-axis represent the center line,
transverse direction, and vertical direction of the
track, respectively. The O is the point of origin for
global coordinate system; Cr and C are the wheel-rail
contact point and the lowest point of the rolling circle,
respectively; Oc, A, and Ow are the center point of
rolling circle, intersection for contact normal and the
center line of the wheelset, and the center point of the
wheelset, respectively; C'r, C', O'c, A', O'w are the
projection points of Cr, C, Oc, A, and Ow, respectively;
δr and rr are the wheel-rail contact angle and the radius of rolling circle, respectively; yw, dw, ψw, and ϕw
are the lateral displacement of wheelset, the lateral
distance between the center point of the wheelset and
the center point of the rolling circle, the yaw angle,
and the rolling angle of the wheelset, respectively.
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According to the spatial geometric relationship,
with the changed lateral coordinate value dw of the
rolling circle in the wheelset coordinate system, the
contact point Cr is located in three planes, i.e., the
plane ACrCr′A′, the rolling circle plane with center Oc
and the spherical surface taking the rolling circle
center Oc as its center and rr as its radius. From
Eqs. (2) and (3), the relationship between potential
contact points Cr(x, y, z) of different rolling circles
and the circle center Oc ( xOc , yOc , zOc ) can be obtained. Therefore, the contact points’ trace is combined with a set of potential contact points Cr:
 x  xOc  l x rr tan  r ,

2
2
 y  yOc  yw  rr (l x l y tan  r  l z m) (1  lx ), (2)

2
2
 z  zOc  rr (l x lz tan  r  l y m) (1  l x ),

m  1  lx2 (1  tan 2  r ),

(3)

where lx, ly, and lz refer to the cosines of the
central wheelset line in the X, Y, and Z directions,
respectively.

3.2 Influence of wheel diameter difference on
wheel-turnout rail contact geometric relationship
Sections of the switch rail and nose rail at the
wheel load transition position are selected in order to
study the wheel-rail contact geometric relationship of
LMA tread wheels with ±3 mm wheel diameter differences and standard wheel diameter under variable
lateral displacements. It can be seen from Table 1 and
Fig. 6 that as the wheel diameter difference changes
from −3 mm to 3 mm, the range of lateral displacements that the wheel load transits from the stock
(wing) rail to the switch (nose) rail gradually diminishes. That is, under the same lateral displacement of
wheelsets, the wheel load transition position will be
advanced when the small diameter wheel is at the
stock rail side. Similarly, the wheel load transition
position will be postponed when the small diameter
wheel is at the switch rail side.
Table 1 Lateral displacement range for wheel load
transferring from stock (wing) rail to switch (nose) rail
Wheel diameter
difference (mm)

Lateral displacement range (mm)
Switch rail with
Nose rail with
35 mm head width 50 mm head width
−12–−7, 9–12
−12–12

−3
0 (standard wheel
−12–−7.5, 10–12
−9–0, 5–12
diameter)
3
−12–−8, 10.5–12 −7.5–−4, 7.5–12

ψ

Pro
ject
i
line on of c
e
on t
h e X n tr a l w
he
OY
plan elset
e

Fig. 5 Wheel-rail contact geometric relationship (taking
the right side as an example)

The contact points’ trace and rail contours are
discretized in the global coordinate system and the
vertical distance between wheel-rail discrete points is
scanned at both sides. The iteration of the wheelset
roll angle is not stopped until the difference of minimum distance between the trace lines and rail contours at both sides satisfies the error that tends to 0.
The actual wheel-rail contact points are located at
both ends of the minimum vertical distance line.

Fig. 7 shows the roll angle change of wheelsets
with wheel diameter difference at the wheel load
transition positions of the switch rail and nose rail. As
the small diameter wheel is at the switch (nose) rail
side, the amplitude of the roll angle of the wheelset
increases, resulting in a poor riding comfort index.
Fig. 8 (p.666) shows that when the wheelset with
a wheel diameter difference within ±6 mm passes the
turnout along the track central line, the contact point
positions on rails along the longitudinal direction
change because of the inherent turnout structure irregularity. When the wheel diameter difference
changes from −6 mm to 6 mm, the vertical position of
the wheel-rail contact point at the switch panel
changes little. As shown in Fig. 8c, when the small
diameter wheel is at the stock rail side, since the
wheel-rail contact point is outside the rail head of the
wing rail before the load transition, the obvious height
difference is caused when the contact point transits to
the nose rail from the wing rail, leading to the
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maximum amplitude of the variation of wheel-rail
contact points in vertical position increasing by 16%
compared with that with the standard wheel diameter.
When the small diameter wheel is at the switch rail
side, Figs. 8b and 8d indicate that the lateral positions
20 12 9

of the wheel-rail contact points change greatly behind
the load transition positions at the switch panel and in
front of the load transition positions at the crossing
panel, resulting in an obvious change of the wheel-rail
contact angle.
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Fig. 7 Roll angle of wheelset: (a) switch rail with 35 mm head width; (b) nose rail with 50 mm head width
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 8 Variation of wheel-rail contact point positions along the longitudinal direction: (a) vertical position of switch
panel; (b) lateral position of switch panel; (c) vertical position of crossing panel; (d) lateral position of crossing panel

4 Contact patch and contact pressure
4.1 Calculation model
The wheel-rail contact in the turnout area is more
complicated than that in the interval line as the multipoint contact occurs. When the wheel flange slides
along the working edge of rails and the wheel tread
contacts the point of the switch rail, a large stress
concentration is found. Therefore, the material plastic
property should be considered and the finite element
method is used to deal with the contact behaviour.
The ANSYS software is applied to simulate the
wheel-turnout rail contact (Fig. 9). First, the wheelset
model is built to take the wheelset roll angle caused
by wheel diameter difference into account. Moreover,
the rail cross-section in the switch rail panel at the rail
head width of 40 mm near the load transition position
is selected to build the turnout model. Then, the vertical displacements of wheelset elements are allowed
to take place and the ends of rails at two adjacent
fastener systems are constrained in all directions. The
wheel and rail bodies are treated as flexibilities and
divided into a number of elements. The surface

element sizes meshed around the contact region are as
small as 1 mm, while those far away from the contact
elements are as large as 6 mm. Finally, the axle load is
applied at the primary suspension position of the
wheelset to deal with the static analysis. The bilinear
kinematic hardening material model is applied to
describe the elastic-plastic property of materials. This
model obeys the bilinear kinematic hardening rule
and von Mises yield criteria that can be expressed as
follows:

e 

1
2

( 1   2 ) 2  ( 2   3 ) 2  ( 3   1 ) 2   s ,

(4)



 

Ee ,

  s  Ep (   s ),

  s ,
  s ,

(5)

where σ and ε are the stress and strain of rails, respectively; σe is the equivalent stress; σ1, σ2, and σ3 are
the principal stresses; σs and εs indicate the stress and
strain at the yield point, respectively; Ee and Ep are the
Young’s modulus and the strain hardening modulus,
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stock rail side. When the wheelset offset is 0 mm,
with the added wheel diameter difference, the radius
of curvature at the contact point on the wheel tread
transfers from infinity to 450 mm, which improves
the conformal contact and decreases the contact
stresses. Similarly, as the wheelset moves transversely, no significant change of contact pressure on
straight stock rail is found as the radius of curvature at
the contact point changes little.
Maximum contact pressure:
0 mm
3 mm
6 mm
Areas of contact patches:
0 mm
3 mm
6 mm

9 mm
2
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3
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1800
130

2

The curved stock rail bends outward with the
gradually increased top width of the switch rail.
Normally, the wheelset offset to the switch rail side is
found when trains pass the turnout in facing move. As
the kinematic analysis mentions above, the wheel
moves laterally in the direction of the small diameter
wheel. Therefore, different wheelset offset positions
of 0–9 mm in the direction of the switch rail side
corresponding to the positive wheel diameter difference 0–3 mm are selected to compare the simulation
results, which are shown in Fig. 10.
It suggests that the contact patches area on the
switch rail surface is reduced while that on the curved
stock rail surface is enlarged with increased wheel
diameter difference. When the wheelset offset is
within 3 mm, both the switch rail and curved stock
rail bear the load together and the change of the contact pressure on the switch rail is opposite to that on
the curved stock rail, leading to the peak value on the
switch rail as the wheel diameter difference reaches
2 mm. When the wheelset offset is 6 mm, the
two-point contact and stress concentration phenomenon at the point of the switch rail gradually disappear
causing the contact pressure on the curved stock rail
to increase. However, the wheel diameter difference
does not always increase the contact pressure. As
shown in the wheelset offset position of 9 mm, the
high wheel diameter difference optimizes the contact
position on wheel and rail surface. This decreases the
contact pressure compared with the nominal wheelset. In addition, the quite different change of contact
distribution in the switch rail affects that on straight

Maximum contact pressure (MPa)

4.2 Calculation

Maximum contact pressure (MPa)

Fig. 9 Wheel-turnout rail contact finite element model

9 mm

Area of contact patches (mm )

respectively with Ee=210 GPa and Ep=14.897 GPa.
As the equivalent stress σe satisfies Eq. (4), the material comes into the plastic deformation state.

125
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120
1700
115
110

1650
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1600

0

1
2
3
Wheel diameter difference (mm)

(c)

Fig. 10 Maximum contact pressures and areas of contact
patches at various wheelset offset positions: (a) switch
rail; (b) curved stock rail; (c) straight stock rail
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5 Dynamic performance of wheel-rail system
at high-speed turnout zones
5.1 Calculation model
In this section, taking the Chinese CRH2 highspeed railway vehicle as the prototype, the validated
multi-body
dynamics
commercial
software
SIMPACK was adopted to establish the vehicleturnout coupling dynamics model that has three parts,
i.e., vehicle, turnout, and wheel-rail contact (Ling et
al., 2014). Fig. 11 shows the establishment process of
the vehicle model from the substructure to the main
structure, including the wheelset, bogie, and car body,
all assumed to be rigid bodies. The six DOFs, namely
longitudinal movement, lateral movement, vertical
movement, roll, pitch, and yaw are considered for
seven rigid bodies, comprising 42 DOFs in total (Han
et al., 2015). Springs and damping elements are used
to simulate the secondary force elements between the
car body and the two bogies as well as the primary
force elements between the two bogies and four
wheelsets. The parameter values of the vehicle model
are given in (Xu et al., 2016). The force elements and
joint patterns of the model are marked on the topological graph.

intervals of the head width. This ensures the linear
variation of the head width and height reduction value
for the switch rail and nose rail. Finally, taking the
arranged turnout sections according to mileage as
inputs, the variable profiles of the turnout are interpolated by means of Bézier curves along the longitudinal direction.
The accuracy of the calculation is determined by
the fitting precision of turnout profiles and the simulation of turnout structure. However, there is always a
trade-off between accuracy and computational efficiency in dynamic simulation. To highlight the superiority of computational efficiency for multi-body
dynamics, the rails are simulated with massless elements and simplified to be fixed on sleeper and ballast, which ignores the characteristics of the fastener
system. Then, the sub-rail foundational elements,
including the sleeper and ballast, are simulated with a
rigid mass together of three DOFs, namely lateral
movement, vertical movement, and roll (Fig. 12). The
spring-damping elements with stiffness Ky, Kz, Kϕ and
damping Cy, Cz, Cϕ in the lateral, vertical, and rolling
directions are used to create the transitions from
subgrade to sub-rail foundation. Finally, joints are set
to ensure that the foundations follow the track at the
position of the wheelset.
(a)

(b)

Fig. 11 Topological graph of vehicle model

The simulated turnout model is based on the
Chinese No. 12 turnout with a movable nose rail of
the passenger dedicated line. The varied rail profiles
are realized by sampling the nominal cross-sections
of switch rails and nose rails at certain longitudinal
positions. Having performed linear interpolation
between discrete points of adjacent sampling sections, cross-sections could be obtained with 1 mm

Fig. 12 Turnout model sections in switch panel (a) and
crossing panel (b)

The wheel-rail contact serves as a link for the
interaction between the dynamic model of the vehicle
and the high-speed turnout. The model includes the
identification of the contact patch and solution of the
normal and tangential contact forces. The number and
location of contact patches are determined through
calculating the elastic wheel-rail interpenetrations in
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Lateral displacement of wheelsets (mm)

the YOZ plane. The equivalent elastic contact algorithm converts the contact patches into equivalent
ellipses coinciding with their areas and generated
wheel-rail contact forces. The normal contact force is
determined based on the Hertz nonlinear contact
method by calculating the normal wheel-rail elastic
penetration. The improved FASTSIM algorithm is
adopted to determine the tangential wheel-rail contact
force. The calculated wheel-rail contact force can be
distributed vertically and laterally in the whole system through the wheel-rail contact angles, reflecting
the coupling interaction between the vehicle and
turnout systems.
As the wheel-turnout rail impact is more significant at higher velocity, it is of interest to apply the
allowed passing speed of 200 km/h on a straight route
in the simulation. It is assumed that bogies are subject
to equivalent in-phase and anti-phase wheel diameter
differences within the amplitude range of 0–4 mm,
and that the small diameter wheel of the guide
wheelset locates either at the stock rail side or the
switch rail side. The dynamic wheel-rail interaction,
riding comfort, and wear index at the turnout zones
are analyzed comprehensively.
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Fig. 14 Dynamic interaction of equivalent in-phase wheel
diameter difference: (a) lateral displacement of wheelset;
(b) vertical wheel-rail force; (c) lateral wheel-rail force
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5.2 Dynamic wheel-rail interaction
As trains pass the nose rail and switch rail, peak
values of vertical and lateral wheel-rail forces in
Fig. 13 are found, and these indicate that the wheel
diameter difference has a close relationship to the
dynamic characteristics of the system. When the
wheel diameter difference is subject to equivalent
in-phase distribution, Fig. 14a shows that as the wheel
diameter difference changes from −4 mm to 4 mm,
the lateral displacement of the guide wheelset
changes according to the positions of small diameter

b
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Fig. 13 Maximum wheel-rail force: (a) vertical wheel-rail force; (b) lateral wheel-rail force
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wheels. As shown in Fig. 14b, the vertical wheel-rail
force at the switch panel increases and that at the
crossing panel is similar to that obtained with a
standard wheel diameter. The maximum vertical
force is independent of the wheel diameter difference.
As shown in Figs. 13b and 14c, when the small
diameter wheel is at the switch rail side and the wheel
diameter difference is within 1.5 mm, the lateral
wheel-rail force increases rapidly, and the lateral
displacement of the wheelset is greatly affected by the
impact in the switch rail. When the wheel diameter
difference is 2 mm, the lateral wheel-rail force at the
switch rail side reaches 25.40 kN, which is 5.7 times
larger than that obtained under standard operating
conditions, and the train is subject to long wavelength
hunting motion. When the wheel diameter difference
is 3−4 mm, the lateral wheel-rail force gradually stabilizes. On the other hand, as the small diameter
wheel locates in the stock rail side, the wheelset
moves towards the stock rail side laterally with increased amplitude of wheel diameter difference, reducing the wheel-turnout interaction. The lateral
wheel-rail force at the switch rail side is independent
of the wheel diameter difference, while that at the
stock rail side increases when the wheel diameter
difference is within 0–1.5 mm. The peak value is
10.40 kN, 1.25 times larger than that obtained under
standard operating conditions. It stabilizes when the
wheel diameter difference is larger than 1.5 mm.
In order to characterize the influence of equivalent in-phase wheel diameter difference on the dynamic wheel-rail interaction, Fig. 15 shows the multipoint wheel-rail contact distribution. The contact
points of the standard diameter wheel are always near
the nominal rolling circle. Tread contact points transit
to the switch rail with width 40 mm from the stock rail
and transit to the long nose rail with width 48 mm
from the wing rail. The wheel-rail force clearly
changes within a short frog transition range.
The wheelset moves laterally to the switch rail as
the wheel diameter difference increases, and the
contact point on the wheel tread moves toward the
flanges. When the wheel diameter difference is 1 mm,
the contact area between the flanges and switch rail
enlarges after the wheel load transition on the switch
rail. The generated lateral wheel-rail force and load
transition response superpose, and the contact point is
restored to a single-point tread contact as the wheel

reaches the switch rail with 71 mm head width. When
the wheel diameter difference is 2 mm, the vehicles
are subject to long wavelength hunting motion.
Flange contact of the wheels occurs where the head
width of the switch rail is 34 mm, affecting those
sections with smaller head width and weaker structures. The lateral wheel-rail force on the flange increases and is subject to sudden positive superposition together with the subsequent lateral force caused
by wheel load transition. One-point tread contact is
restored at the turnout closure panel. When the wheel
diameter difference increases to 3 mm, the advanced
flange contact continuously increases the lateral
force. The large lateral displacement makes the
flanges come close to the working edges of the rail.
The equivalent conicity and contact angle at the
flange change greatly under low lateral displacement.
It is easy for the wheelset to reach the dynamic equilibrium points, making the lateral displacement amplitude close to 0 and a preferable stability. Similarly,
as the wheel diameter difference increases to 4 mm,
the main contact point wobbles laterally at a low
amplitude and high frequency near the flange. The
rolling circle diameter and contact angle change
quickly with short lateral displacement, causing the
lateral wheel-rail force to reach 27.01 kN at the switch
rail. To sum up, the lateral wheel-rail force is controlled by the combination of flange-switch rail contact and the stability of the vehicle.
When the small diameter wheel is at the stock
rail side, the wheelset moves towards the stock rail
side and the flange at the switch rail side does not
impact the switch rail again. The lateral wheel-rail
force at the switch rail side relies on the wheel load
transition, so the simulation results are similar to
those at a standard wheel diameter.
Added wheel diameter difference subjected to
anti-phase distribution leads to lateral offset of the
front and rear wheelset in the opposite direction. This
enlarges the yaw angle of the bogie and causes uneven distribution of the vertical wheel-rail forces at
both sides. As shown in Fig. 13a and Fig. 16b (p.672),
when the wheel diameter difference changes from −4
mm to 4 mm, the vertical wheel-rail force at the
switch rail side decreases, while that at the stock rail
increases. The difference of the vertical wheel-rail
force for wheels at both sides is dependent on the
position of the small diameter wheel of the guide
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Fig. 15 Lateral positions of contact points on wheel at the switch rail side in variation of equivalent in-phase wheel diameter difference: (a) 0 mm; (b) 1 mm; (c) 2 mm; (d) 3 mm; (e) 4 mm

wheelset and reaches the peak value as the wheel
diameter difference reaches −4 mm. The vertical
force at the nose rail side can reach 116.39 kN, an
increase of 14.18 kN compared with that obtained
under standard operating conditions.
As shown in Fig. 16c and Fig. 17 (p.673), when
the small diameter wheel of the guide wheelset is at the
switch rail side, the flange contact position advances as
the wheel diameter difference increases, and the scope
of multi-point contact is enlarged near the load transition position. The lateral force direction at the main
contact point is opposite to that at the flange contact

point. Considering the restriction caused by the reverse
yaw angles of the front and rear wheelsets, though the
wheel diameter difference amplitude is large, the
composite moment on the wheelset is liable to balance
on pure rolling lines, so the superposed lateral force is
lower than that of the in-phase equivalent.
When the small diameter wheel is at the stock
rail side, the guide wheelset moves laterally towards
the stock rail side, and the direction of the lateral force
at the main contact point is the same as that of the
wheel load transition impact. Their positive superposition also causes high lateral wheel-rail force,
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Lateral displacement of wheelsets (mm)

indicating that the positions of small diameter wheels
do not influence the lateral force amplitude much.
When the wheel diameter difference is −4 mm, the
maximum lateral force at the switch rail side reaches
15.87 kN, 3.2 times higher than that obtained under
standard wheel diameter conditions.
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Fig. 16 Dynamic interaction of equivalent anti-phase
wheel diameter difference: (a) lateral displacement of
wheelset; (b) vertical wheel-rail force; (c) lateral wheelrail force

5.3 Evaluation of riding comfort
The hunting motion with shallow wave depth
and long wavelength along the central rail line is
found after trains pass through turnouts. As a result,
the Sperling indices are adopted to evaluate the ef-

fects of wheel diameter difference on riding comfort
in vertical and lateral directions. This can be expressed by

W  7.08[ A3 F ( f ) f ]0.1 ,

(6)

where W refers to the Sperling index; A is the acceleration of trains vibration (g); f indicates the vibration
frequency (Hz) and F(f) points to the frequency correction coefficient (NBS, 1985). The Sperling index
should be below 2.5 for high-speed electric multiple
units (MOR, 2008).
As shown in Fig. 18, when the wheel diameter
difference amplitude is within 0.5–1 mm, the dynamic response of trains caused by the impact of
various rail profiles increases. However, after trains
pass turnouts, the wheelset moves laterally to the
equivalent pure rolling line that is offset from the
track central line. The wave depth of hunting motions
of wheelsets is reduced, causing less change of the
Sperling index. Then, when the wheel diameter difference is subject to in-phase distribution and the
amplitude reaches 2 mm, unstable hunting motion
with long wavelength occurs, which leads to poor
riding comfort. The Sperling index reaches 2.23, a
94% increase on that obtained under standard wheel
diameter conditions. This is close to the specification
limit. When the wheel diameter difference reaches
3 mm, the large lateral displacement causes the wheel
flanges to contact constantly with the rail edge at the
switch panel. The wheelset reaches the dynamic
equilibrium point quickly after the turnout impact.
Then the Sperling index decreases and gradually
stabilizes.
When the wheel diameter difference is subject to
anti-phase distribution, the tendency of reverse yaw
motion of the front and rear wheelsets help enhance
the stability of bogies to avoid the hunting motion.
With the wheel diameter difference changes from
−4 mm to 2 mm, the yaw angle of the guide wheelset
changes from negative to positive. The impact between the wheelset and switch rail strengthens the
lateral dynamic response, causing the Sperling index
to reach 1.55 and thus offer poorer riding comfort.
When the wheel diameter difference is over 2 mm, the
high lateral displacement towards the switch rail side
keeps the flange contacting the rail edge, so the
Sperling index is reduced and gradually stabilized.
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velocity. It is calculated by
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w  Tx v x  Ty v y  M z z ,

(7)

where w is the wear index; Tx and Ty are the creep
forces in the longitudinal and lateral directions,
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respectively; Mz refers to the creep torque; vx and vy
are the longitudinal and lateral creepages, respectively; φz is the spin creepage.
As shown in Fig. 19a, when the small diameter
wheel is at the stock rail side, with the large offset of
wheelsets to the stock rail side, the flange contact
increases the maximum wear index slightly with
added wheel diameter difference amplitude. When
the small diameter wheel is at the switch rail side, the
wear index obtained under equivalent in-phase
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distribution of wheel diameter difference is higher
than that obtained under equivalent anti-phase distribution. Focused on Figs. 19b and 19c, when the
wheel diameter difference amplitude is below 2 mm,
the distribution of the wear index in the longitudinal
direction is similar to the change of lateral wheel-rail
forces of flange contact. Their amplitudes increase
quickly and the range of severe wear enlarges, causing the maximum value to reach 600.94 N. When the
wheel diameter difference is over 2.5 mm, the stability of the train is fine under different wheel diameter
difference distributions. However, the wear index
quickly increases due to the continuous contact between the flange and working rail edge in the switch
and crossing panel.
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Fig. 19 Wear index of the guide wheelset: (a) comparison
of the maximum wear index; (b) the wear index distribution of equivalent in-phase wheel diameter difference; (c)
the wear index distribution of equivalent anti-phase wheel
diameter difference

Taking wheel diameter difference in a variety of
amplitudes and types and including equivalent
in-phase and anti-phase distributions, the wheel-rail
contact behaviour and the wheel-rail dynamic interaction in the turnout area have been investigated
numerically. Results show that the wheel diameter
difference has strongly affected their characteristics.
The regulation is put forward and the following main
conclusions are:
1. When the small diameter wheel is at the stock
rail side, the wheel load transition position is advanced, and the vertical positions’ variation of the
wheel-rail contact points in the crossing panel increases by 16%. When the small diameter wheel is at
the switch rail side, the wheel load transition position
is moved backward. At the same time, the roll angle
amplitude increases and the lateral wheel-rail contact
point positions at the turnout zone greatly change.
2. The contact pressure in a turnout zone is affected by the wheel diameter difference changing the
load transition position. When the small diameter
wheel locates in the switch rail side, the added wheel
diameter difference narrows the area of the contact
patch on the switch rail and enlarges it on the curved
stock rail. Peak values of contact pressure may be
found on the switch rail surface. However, the added
wheel diameter difference may optimize the contact
position on the wheel and improve the conformal
contact to decrease the contact stresses.
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3. The equivalent in-phase wheel diameter difference has greatly increased the lateral wheel-rail
force, which is mainly determined by the advanced
flange contact with the switch rail and vehicle instability. As for the equivalent anti-phase wheel diameter difference, uneven distribution of vertical
wheel-rail forces at both rail sides and increased lateral wheel-rail forces are found. To sum up, according
to its amplitude, the effect of wheel diameter difference on wheel-turnout rail dynamic interaction can be
divided into three: First, when the wheel diameter
difference is within 0–1.5 mm, the flange contacts
with the switch rail in advance, leading to quickly
increased lateral wheel-rail force. Second, when it is
within 1.5–2.5 mm, trains are subject to unstable
running due to excitation of equivalent in-phase
wheel diameter difference. The repeated motion of
the wheelset near the equivalent pure rolling line
leads the riding comfort index to reach a peak value
rapidly. Third, when it is larger than 2.5 mm, the main
wheel-rail contact point moves close to the flange and
the wheelset is subject to repeated motion with low
amplitude, leading to fine running stability and riding
comfort but severe wear. It is recommended that for
the allowed passing speed of 200 km/h in turnout, the
wheel diameter difference should be controlled to
within 2.5 mm to avoid severe wear, but limited to 2
mm for in-phase wheel diameter difference to ensure
riding comfort.
The simulation allows for further development
as the FASTSIM algorithm used in calculation model
is quasi-static, which is generally accepted for excitation frequencies up to about 20 Hz. Therefore, the
high frequency contribution for wheel-rail impact
occurring at crossings is not included. In future work,
analysis of the effect of wheel diameter difference
combined with centrifugal force in the diverging
route of turnouts can be carried out. Further given
stochastic distribution of wheel diameter difference in
variation of wheelsets, the evaluation of wheel diameter difference can get more comprehensive. Nevertheless, the presented regulation based on numerical
simulation has provided theoretical guidance for
wheel turning repair and analysis of the effect of
profile wear on wheel-turnout rail interaction.
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中文概要
题

目：高速铁路轮径差激励下车轮-道岔动力响应数值研

究
目 的：车轮型面磨耗和加工误差导致轮对两侧车轮的轮
径不同。本文旨在探讨不同幅值和分布形式的轮
径差对道岔区轮轨接触几何、轮轨法向接触性能
和车辆通过道岔动力响应的影响规律，提出保证
车辆通过道岔时的安全性和舒适性的轮径差
限值。
创新点：通过数值仿真，分析轮径差对道岔区轮轨接触性
能和轮轨动态相互作用的影响。
方 法：1. 基于迹线法，揭示轮径差对道岔区轮轨接触几
何的影响。2. 通过建立轮轨接触有限元计算模型，
探讨轮径差对轮轨法向接触性能的影响。3. 通过
建立车辆-道岔耦合动力学模型，综合考虑在不同
幅值和分布形式的轮径差激励下，车辆通过道岔
的轮轨动态相互作用、运行舒适性和磨耗指数评
价指标，提出轮径差限值。
结 论：1. 轮径差加剧了道岔区固有结构不平顺。2. 轮径
差通过改变轮载过渡位置，对尖轨上的轮轨法向
接触性能有较大影响。3. 可根据轮径差幅值将轮
径差对道岔区轮轨动力响应的影响划分为三个区
域：轮径差小于 1.5 mm 时，轮缘与尖轨提前接触
使轮轨横向力快速增大；轮径差在 1.5~2.5 mm
时，等值同相轮径差使车辆通过道岔失稳；轮径
差大于 2.5 mm 时，轮缘与尖轨的持续接触增强了
车辆稳定性，但增加了轮轨磨耗。4. 建议将轮径
差控制在 2.5 mm 以内，且应控制同相分布轮径差
小于 2 mm。
关键词：轮径差；道岔；轮轨接触行为；轮轨系统动力性
能；高速铁路

